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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the initial plan of communication and dissemination of the project and includes the main
activities that will be carried out until M36. Today many of these activities have not been started but are
scheduled to be done later. In addition new activities will be added as necessary and the project progresses.
The aspects contained in the initial communication and dissemination plan are:






Rules for communication and dissemination actions
Dissemination and communication strategy
Wheel of planned activities
Plan for the use and dissemination of knowledge (PUDK)
Measurable results

This document will be updated again in M18 and the final version is foreseen for M36.
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2 INTRODUCTION
This report is the Communication and Dissemination Plan for the DEMETO project. The purpose of this
document is to highlight the work completed throughout the complete duration of the project. The main
goal of Work Package 9 is to raise awareness of the project objectives and achievements in order to maximise
its impact and encourage acceptance of the results.

2.1 Updates and final version
This deliverable will be updated in M18 and M36.

3 DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
3.1 Objectives and key communication messages
The following DEMETO objectives are fully explained in the project proposal and will be the key messages.
The communication strategy will be focused on the actual situation where the plastic life-cycle is not closed
and will highlight the industrial feasibility of using the chemical recycling process based on the DEMETO
technology.




Overall high level objective: DEMETO’s recycling technology will provide an indefinite life to PET,
allowing to come back to its composing elements (EG and PTA) without degrading the materials
and, consequently, paving the way for a disruptive, large-scale circular economy for plastic
products.
Main objective: DEMETO will enable chemical de-polymerization of PET at industrial scale thanks to
its microwave-based process intensification of the alkaline hydrolysis reaction, closing its life-cycle
through a circular economy value chain, reducing plastics market dependency from natural resources
and improving drastically the environmental footprint of PET production by revolutionizing the
paradigm of its recycling.

The objective of the dissemination and communication strategy is to identify and organise the activities to
be performed in order to maximise the results of the project and promote the future exploitation of the
results. Each partner in the project is involved in the dissemination activities to ensure that the project results
are promoted to an audience as wide as possible.
Communication and dissemination actions are performed throughout the whole duration of the project,
progressing from initial awareness raising to the promotion of the DEMETO deliverables and products. These
actions will be supported by materials for internal and external communication which will be customized
according to the target public (project partners, advisory board members, policy makers, etc.).
The communication strategy will respect the communication rules stablished by the European Commission
especially regarding the acknowledgement of EU funding.
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3.2 Acknowledgement of EU funding
3.2.1 Communication and dissemination materials
All communication and dissemination materials will include the following specific sentence:

The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement no 768573.

This is to facilitate their identification by the public and the Commission that they have received EU funding.
The European Commission logo is always present on all of the public dissemination materials.
3.2.2 Signals in the infrastructure
It is foreseen that all the equipment purchased for the project will include a sticker with the following specific
sentence:

This [infrastructure][equipment] is part of a project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement no 768573.

Also as soon as the construction of the Pilot Plant is finalized, a big signal with the logo and the
acknowledgment of the EU funding will be installed at the facilities of Processi Innovativi.

3.3 Logo, branding and templates
The DEMETO logo was created during Month 1 of the project. The logo, which includes the name of the
project, is clear and aims to capture the attention of the target audience.
The logo is used on all internal and external documents, deliverables, reports, dissemination materials,
websites and presentations. The logo forms the basis of the DEMETO brand and the colors and style are used
throughout the project.

Figure 1: DEMETO Logo

All dissemination tools and activities shall refer to the logo of the project and to the project’s website.
Common layouts for project documents shall be used. Dedicated templates for deliverables and power point
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presentations haven been drafted and are provided for downloading in the repository of documents
accessible to all the project partners.

3.4 Dissemination and communication levels
The communication strategy will differentiate two dissemination and communication levels according to the
target audience:



internal for project partners and members of the industrial advisory board (IAB)
external for representatives of the whole PET value chain, policy makers, EU authorities and wide
public in general.

3.5 Internal dissemination and communication
Different groups have been set up within the consortium to jointly design the dissemination and
communication plan and inform all the members about it. Also these groups serve to distribute
responsibilities and assign tasks in order to fulfil with the requirements of the project.
Conference calls and meetings of these groups will be scheduled regularly through the whole duration of the
project. All the project partners will be informed about the decisions taken within these groups.
3.5.1 Communication and Dissemination Committee (CD)
The members of the committee (EUPC, DTU, and SUPSI) will take care that the dissemination activities are
executed according to what defined in the Plan of use and dissemination of knowledge and will regularly
monitor relevant international initiatives promoting the participation to those events where the objectives
and results of DEMETO should be presented and appropriately disseminated. Also the Dissemination
Committee authorizes the participation to any dissemination event.
GR3N, H&M, Synesis and EoG were invited to be members of the CD Committee after the first Consortium
Meeting. Two conference calls have been arranged up to February 2018 and minutes and presentations are
available in the DEMETO repository of documents. Next conference calls will be scheduled as needed
according to the progress of the project.
3.5.2 WP9 Task leaders group
A new group has been set up with the WP9 task leaders (EuPC, GR3N and Synesis) to monitor the progress
of the exploitation, dissemination and communication work package (WP9). In the first six months of the
project the activities has been focused on the creation and first communication activities of the IAB where
EuPC and GR3N are involved. The contribution of Synesis will start with the exploitation activities and
intellectual property right management later foreseen.
3.5.3 Steering Committee (SC)
The dissemination manager (EuPC) is a member of the steering committee and will report about the progress
of the communication and dissemination activities on behalf of all the members.
3.5.4 Consortium meetings
Twice a year the project partners will meet for a Consortium meeting. These meetings will be hosted by
different project partners and be combined with Exploitation workshops and/or IAB meetings.
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The first consortium meeting to launch the project was held in Brussels in a two day event. On the 28 th of
September 2017, EuPC hosted a workshop with potential IAB members and some DEMETO partners. The first
Consortium meeting took place the day after, on the 29th of September, at the REA premises and included an
overview of the WP9 planned activities.
The agenda and presentations of both events are available in the repository of documents and were the first
communication materials exchanged with the project partners at the beginning of the project.
The next consortium meeting is foreseen for the first semester of 2018.
The mid-term review meeting is scheduled for March 2019 and will the occasion to present the
communication plan, first activities carried out and communication materials to the EC representatives.
The final consortium meeting will take place together with the final event to disseminate the last project
results.
3.5.5 Repository of documents
DEMETO repository of documents is based on the ownCloud web tool for data storage and cloud
management. The software enables collaborative management of the project files and offers specific
features to facilitate collaboration among partners geographically distributed throughout Europe.
All the working documents, deliverable and reports are saved on the DEMETO repository per Work Package.
The project partners are allowed to upload and download documents. More information about this tool can
be found on Deliverable 1.2.
3.5.6 Industrial Advisory Board (IAB)
At the proposal stage, industry partners and brand owners engaged in the field of plastics and waste were
already invited to join an Industrial Advisory Board (IAB) for the DEMETO project.
After the approval of the project more than 20 interested stakeholders attended a dedicated IAB workshop
on the 28th of September 2017 in Brussels. The IAB was officially set up after the workshop with the
commitment of several organizations to advice and provide feedback with respect to the progressive
evolution of the project. The relation of the IAB members and the Consortium in relation to confidentially
issues is regulated by a signed agreement.

Figure 2: IAB workshop, Brussels 28 September 2017.
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The IAB was launch on the 9th of February 2018 with another workshop organised in Brussels. The event took
place the day after PETCORE Annual Meeting in Brussels in order to maximize the number of participants.
Also during the PETCORE conference, DEMETO was presented and the IAB workshop was advertised.

Figure 3: IAB kick off meeting, Brussels 9 February 2018.

Now the IAB totals more than 20 members and the interest is growing.
To guarantee a proper communication, DEMETO website has an IAB members’ area where all the
presentations and questionnaire can be downloaded. Also the IAB members are included in a distribution list
to receive by e-mail all the relevant news about the project.
A webinar for IAB members will be scheduled for August/September 2018 and the next workshop for
February/March 2019.

3.6 External dissemination and communication
The work description of the project (DoW) presents roughly the activities, channels and promotion tools until
M36. In the first six months of the project only some of them have been carried out but all of them are already
scheduled. This chapter will be updated in the M18 with the status of all the external dissemination and
communication activities and more information provided in D9.2 Dissemination and Communication
Material.
3.6.1

Website

Project website is one of the main communication tools of EU funded projects. It provides easy and quick
access to the project results for a wide audience.
SPIRE hosts a DEMETO website to introduce the project to its network https://www.spire2030.eu/demeto
The main project website is available at http://www.DEMETO.eu and is updated on a regular basis with the
latest results and news concerning the project.
The DEMETO website includes the following content:
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Project Homepage – general project description & latest news, acknowledgement of the EU cofunding
Project Overview – all public information about the project including general information about
DEMETO, its structure and results
Consortium – list of project partners including their logo, website address and brief description
News – latest news and press releases on the project
Extranet – for IAB members to download documents
Contact – for the general public to get in touch with the coordinator

A full description of the website will be included in D9.2.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the www.spire2030.eu/demeto website
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3.6.2 Brochures
To promote the DEMETO project to a wider audience a six page brochure was produced. The brochure, which
resamples the design of the banner, includes a description of the project, its background and goals as well as
a list of the partners involved. The DEMETO brochure is presented in the offices of the DEMETO partners,
during conferences, workshops as well as shows and is also distributed to internal staff, visitors, partners and
clients. The original brochure version will be updated regularly according to the results and outcome of the
project.

Figure 5: Original version of brochure
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3.6.3 Banner
A banner was developed in an early stage of the project. This banner is used to present the project during
conferences, workshops and trade shows:

Figure 6: Banner
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3.6.4 Press Releases
DEMETO has a press room accessible on-line https://DEMETO.prezly.com and linked to the press and
members’ data base of EuPC (more than 4.000 contacts).
A press release announcing the launch of the DEMETO project was published in September 2017
https://DEMETO.prezly.com/launch-of-the-new-european-project-on-chemical-recycling-DEMETO.

Launch of the new European Project on Chemical Recycling DEMETO
DEMETO: modular, scalable and high-performance DE-polymerization by MicrowavE TechnolOgy

The new European project on chemical recycling DEMETO is officially launched. DEMETO aims at
enabling chemical de-polymerization of PET at industrial scale based on its microwave-based process
intensification, focusing as a start on coloured bottles waste.
The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement no 768573.
During its kick-off event at the end of September in Brussels, the consortium welcomed around 60 experts from
the PET packaging and polyester industry and gave an insight into the DEMETO project, its technical foundation,
economical aspects and role in a circular economy.
"DEMETO proposes the industrialisation and demonstration at full-scale of a new industrial process which allows
to chemically recycle PET bottles, food containers and even textiles in a highly profitable and environmentally
sustainable way," explained Maurizio Crippa, CEO of gr3n, during the event.
The core technology of DEMETO has been invented by his company gr3n to enable an effective process
intensification of the depolymerisation reaction (hydrolysis) of plastic, from bottles as much as from any other
source, leading it back to its building blocks (EG and PTA) and, consequently, allowing their full re-introduction
directly at the virgin-grade production stage.
"DEMETO’s technology, once successfully implemented, would allow to close the recycling loop for PET, with
a potential impact on environment and society at large that would be enormous, introducing the concept of full
circular economy in the plastic domain," added Franco Cavadini, CTO of Synesis.
The business exploitation strategy of DEMETO is based on a synergistic relationship between two industrial
stakeholders: gr3n, as the manufacturer of the Reactive Units, and Processi Innovativi, as EPC contractor that
builds the full-scale de-polymerisation plants. gr3n will supply Processi Innovativi with all the reactors needed
to realise these plants required to cover progressively the total available market.

Presentations

All presentations of the DEMETO kick-off event are attached here for download.

Consortium Partners

The complete DEMETO Consortium includes ACTOR, DTU, European Outdoor Group, European Plastics
Converters (EuPC), Fricke and Mallah GmbH, gr3n, H&M, NEOGROUP, Processi
Innovativi, PETCIA, SUPSI, Synesis, and 3V Tech.

Contact
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3.6.5 Social media (Twitter and LinkedIn)
Information on the DEMETO project developments and its results will be published on the websites of the
different partners as well as promoted via their Social Media accounts including Twitter and LinkedIn.



DEMETO LinkedIn is available at https://www.linkedin.com/company/18329242/admin/updates/
All the tweets can be found under the hashtag #DEMETO.

Figure 7: Examples from LinkedIn and twitter

DEMETO website also includes a section with all the tweets about the project and information to register to
the LinkedIn page.
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3.6.6 General project presentation
A generic PowerPoint presentation was drafted at the beginning of the project. Based on the project
outcome, this presentation will be updated regularly. The presentation contains a non-confidential overview
of the project which is used by the members for dissemination purposes.
Also the presentation “DEMETO
(https://www.DEMETO.eu/mission).

in

15

slides”

is

available

Figure 8: Presentation uploaded on the website

More information regarding the presentations will be included in D9.2
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at

the

project

website

3.6.7 E-Newsletter
An e-newsletter will be drafted each 6 months with the collaboration of all the project partners. It is available
on the DEMETO website, DEMETO press room and also distributed by e-mail to the IAB members, interested
stakeholders and other organisations who previously register on the DEMETO website.
The newsletter will include a summary of the technical outcome of the period, information about events and
conferences where DEMETO will be presented.

Figure 9: Extract of the e-newsletter February 2018
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3.6.8 Public project deliverables and reports
All the public deliverables and reports will be available on the DEMETO website.
3.6.9 Scientific articles
At least a peer-reviewed journal article will be published and openly accessible via DEMETO website. The
scientific articles are foreseen for the second half of the project to disseminate the first project results.
3.6.10 Poster
For the academic events, a poster will be drafted with the collaboration of all the partners. The DEMETO
research poster will summarize the information or research to help to disseminate the project results. Also
the poster will be available on the website.
The poster is foreseen for the second half of the project when the first results will be analysed.
3.6.11 DEMETO workshops
DEMETO will organize public webinars and workshops to present the results of the project to interested
representatives from the industry and academia. These events are planned for the second half of the project
and could take place in the frame of chemical recycling conferences or can be also organised together with
other European projects working on this field in order to maximize the number of participants.
3.6.12 Final DEMETO event
A final high level project conference will take place at the end of the project (M36). Specific communication
and dissemination materials will be developed to inform the participants about the project outcome. Also
speakers from other European projects with similar goals will be invited to present their activities and a
networking event will be scheduled to foster synergies between the different on going chemical recycling
projects.
3.6.13 Video
Short video is planned to be produced at the end of the project. The video materials will be disseminated via
social media, DEMETO website and You Tube channel.
3.6.14 Participation in external events and conferences
DEMETO could be potentially presented in the following events:
Conferences
Textile Exchange Annual Conference
Copenhagen Fashion Summit
PETCORE Annual Conference
World Circular Economy Forum
EuPC Annual Meeting

http://textileexchange.org/
http://copenhagenfashionsummit.com/
http://www.petcore-europe.org/
https://www.sitra.fi/en/projects/world-circulareconomy-forum-2018/
www.plasticsconverters.eu
Table 1: Conferences

The list will be updated regularly with the information received from the members and collected via the Plan
of Use and Dissemination of Knowledge (PUDK).
3.6.15 Press kit
Promotional material will be provided to the press to brief them, especially about the project outcome. This
material will be available on the website in a separate section and will include all the press releases, brochure,
past press coverage, fact sheet and quotes. Also a package with images and the videos produced will be
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available to be downloaded. The press kit will be developed during the whole duration of the project and
now is under preparation.

3.7 Interaction with other projects and initiatives
Clustering with other European projects and initiatives on chemical recycling is one of the main tasks of the
DEMETO project. The aim is to promote the stakeholders networking and facilitate the dissemination and
communication of the results.
Some of the actions foreseen as from M6 to increase the interaction with other initiatives are:




Include links to these initiatives on the DEMETO website.
Present DEMETO in other project consortium meetings or initiatives about circular economy.
Use the studies and public reports of other initiatives to create synergies with DEMETO project.

The European chemical recycling projects identified now are:
Project/Initiative title
Symbioptima
Resyntex
Carbios
Loop Industries
Resinate Materials group
Worn Again
Fibersort

Type
H2020-Spire
H2020
Private initiative
Private initiative
Private initiative
Private initiative
Private initiative

Website
http://www.symbioptima.eu/
http://www.resyntex.eu/
https://carbios.fr/en/
http://www.loopindustries.com/en/
http://www.resinateinc.com/
http://wornagain.info/
http://www.fibersort.com/

Table 2: Interaction with other projects and initiatives
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4 WHEEL OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
This document will be updated in M18.

DEMETO

Annual Wheel - M1 until the end of the project

2017
28 September
29 September
27 October
nov-17
déc-17

Public workshop
Kick-off meeting
First press release

2018
janv-18
8 February
9 February
mars-18
avr-18
mai-18
juin-18
juil-18
août-18
sept-18
oct-18
nov-18
déc-18

Project presentation at PETCORE Annual Meeting, Brussels
IAB Kick-off meeting
Newsletter
Consortium meeting (tbc)
Project presentation at EuPC Annual Meeting, Milano

IAB - Conference call - 1st update. Newsletter
Consortium meeting (tbc) & Exploitation workshop - only consortium and scientific communitiy

2019
janv-19
févr-19
mars-19
avr-19
mai-19
juin-19
juil-19
août-19
sept-19
oct-19
nov-19
déc-19

IAB Annual Meeting & Steering Committee (?)
Mid term review meeting, Brussels (tbc). Newsletter

IAB - Conference call - 2ndt update. Newsletter
Consortium meeting (tbc)

2020
janv-20
févr-20
mars-20
avr-20
mai-20
juin-20
juil-20
août-20
sept-20

IAB Annual Meeting & Steering Committee (tbc) and Newsletter
Consortium meeting (tbc) & Exploitation workshop - only consortium

Newsletter
Final Consortium meeting (tbc) & Final event (open workshop and IAB ) & Webinar (tbc)
End of the project!
Figure 10: Wheel of planned activities M6
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5 PLAN FOR THE USE AND DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE (PUDK)
Detailed below are the dissemination activities performed by the DEMETO Consortium during the first six
months of the project and also the current list of planned activities until the end of the project.
The PUDK list will be regularly updated.

5.1 List of activities
Partner
responsible

Date

Event/publication

Location

Comment

Type of
audience

Approx size of
audience

2017

EOG

28/09/2017

EOG

22/09/2017

H&M

01/04/2018

H&M

22/02/2018

ACTOR

15/12/2017

ACTOR

19/12/2017

ACTOR

27/12/2017

ACTOR

19/12/2017

ACTOR

27/12/2017

ACTOR

15/12/2017

ACTOR

19/12/2017

ACTOR

27/12/2017

CSR contacts
Sent to 401
Introduction
from EOG
Sustainability
Online
contacts, forwarded
to project and members and
newsletter
publication
internally at brand
EOG role
external
level
bodies
CSR contacts
Invitation to
Sent to 401
from EOG
Sustainability
Online
focus group in
contacts, forwarded
members and
newsletter
publication
January and
internally at brand
external
project recap
level
bodies
A bried
description
H&M
Textile
and linkage to
Sustainability
www.hm.com
industry
60000
the website,
report 2017
stakeholders
and possibly
pictures
Title:
Innovation
Circularity in
companies
Innovative biothe Textile
Stockholm
within bio50
products seminar
Industry –
based
now and
industry
tomorrow
Post on Facebook
ACTOR fan
450
1
Post on Facebook
ACTOR fan
350
2
Post on Facebook
ACTOR fan
400
3
Tweet on Twitter
ACTOR
250
1
follower
Tweet on Twitter
ACTOR
200
2
follower
ACTOR
Post on Linkedin 1
2200
audience
ACTOR
Post on Linkedin 2
1000
audience
ACTOR
Post on Linkedin 3
1200
audience
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Partner
responsible

Date

Event/publication

Location

Comment

Type of
audience

Approx size of
audience

Website
visitors.

Tbd.

SUPSI-ISEA
collaborators
(researchers,
teachers,
scientific
collaborators,
research
assistants,
administrative
staff).

50-100

2017

SUPSI - ISEA

SUPSI - ISEA

SUPSI - ISEA

EuPC

November
ISEA website
2017
www.supsi.ch/isea

December
2017

December
2017

ISEA Newsletter

ISEA TV screen

EuPC member
19 October
Executives Forum
2017
(MEF)

EuPC

15-16
November

gr3n

28/09/2017

gr3n

10/10/2017

gr3n

11/10/2017

gr3n
gr3n

20/10/2017
11/12/2017

gr3n

11/12-1217

CH - Manno

CH - Manno

CH - Manno

Germany

Packaging Division
Executive
Wrocław,
Committee and
Poland
EuPC Steering
Committee
DEMETO public
Brussels, BE
workshop
Alpine High-Tech
Venture Forum
Lausanne, CH
2017
Textile
Washington,
Sustainability
US
Conference 2017
Soul Salad
Milan, IT
Ocean Cleanup
Rome, IT
European Venture
Contest Final

Dusseldorf,
DE
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Short news
about the
launch of the
project on the
SUPSI-ISEA
website.
The aim is to
inform the
collaborators
of the ISEA
Institute
about the
project and
the role of the
Institute in the
different
workpackages.

The aim is to
SUPSI-ISEA
inform all
collaborators,
people who
students,
work, study or
research
visit the ISEA
partners of
Institute
the Institute

DEMETO
Presentation

DEMETO
Presentation

National
Plastic
Associations
and industry
National
Plastic
Associations
and industry
PET/polyester
value chain
Corporate
Ventures and
Investors
Polyester END
USERs
Startups
Generalist
Corporate
Ventures and
Investors

300

30

30

60
100

>500
40
>100
>350

2018
Partner
responsible

Date

Event/publication

Location

Comment

Type of
audience

European
outdoor and
sports trade
We will write
press
a more textile
(including
apparel press
Mid Jan
media that
wide trade
EOG
Press release
release on
2018
focus on
press
project and
sustainability),
EOG
plus EOG
involvement
platforms
(LinkedIn,
website etc)
We will hold
an advisory
group for all
Brand CSR
DEMETO advisory
ISPO trade
EOG
29/01/2018
brand
contacts - End
roundtable
fair, Munich
members
users
interested in
the project
Public event for
DEMETO
presentation to
PROCESSI
industries
PET/polyester
June 2018
Rome
INNOVATIVI
operating in the
value chain
framework of
plastics and
textiles
Pubblication
of the
DEMETO
January
ISEA website
Website
SUPSI - ISEA
CH - Manno
project
2018
www.supsi.ch/isea
visitors.
description on
the SUPSI-ISEA
website.
SUPSI-ISEA
collaborators,
students,
research
Poster with a
partners of
detailled
the Institute
January
description of
SUPSI - ISEA
Poster
CH - Manno
(companies,
2018
the project in
public
the SUPSI-ISEA
entities,) and
building.
all Institute
visitors.
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Approx size of
audience

unknown

20

50

Tbd.

300

Partner
responsible

Date

Event/publication

Location

Comment

Type of
audience

Approx size of
audience

Poster at this
event dedied
to the circular
economy

Researcher
and
collaborators
of SUPSI,
companies

Tbd.

Local media.
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Local media.

20

Local media,
Press
SUPSI-ISEA
conference to partners and
present the collaborators,
final result of other people
the project.
interested in
the project.

60

Presentation

National
Plastic
Associations
and industry

30

article

PET/polyester
value chain

10000

2018
Giornata d'asse 1:
Economia
circolare e
sviluppo
SUPSI - ISEA 26/01/2018
sostenibile: una
opportunità per lo
sviluppo del
nostro territorio?

CH - Trevano

SUPSI - ISEA

February
2018

Press release

CH - Manno

SUPSI - ISEA

Q3-Q4

Press release

CH - Manno

SUPSI - ISEA

Q3-Q4

EuPC

Q2 Q3 Q4

EuPC

Q3

Press conference

EuPC Members
Executive Forum,
NPA Meeting,
EuPC Senior
Executives Forum,
EuPC Steering
Committee
EuPC Focus
(newsletter)

EuPC / gr3n

May 2018

EuPC Annual
Meeting

gr3n

29/01/2018

ISPO fair 2018

gr3n

7/8-02-18

gr3n

3/02/2018

Petcore Europe
Conference 2018
Investor Day

CH - Manno

Brussels

Milano

Munich, DE
Brussels, BE
Milan, IT
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Information
about the
launch of the
project, theirs
aims and the
SUPSI-ISEA
involvement.
Press release
to present the
results of the
SUPSI-ISEA
works for the
project.

Presentation
at the
Packaging
conference

National
Plastic
Associations
and industry
Polyester END
USERs
PET/polyester
value chain
Investors

250

50
200
100

Partner
responsible

Date

Event/publication

Location

Comment

Type of
audience

Approx size of
audience

2018
gr3n

13/14-0318

ICIS PET Value
Chain Conference
2018

Amsterdam,
NE

PET/polyester
value chain

100

gr3n

20/09/2018

Pollination day

Cascais, PT

PET/polyester
value chain

250

gr3n

oct-18

Textile
Sustainability
Conference 2018

Milan, IT

Polyester END
USERs

>500

gr3n

6/9-11-18

Ecomondo

Rimini, IT

Waste
management
value chain

>100,000

Milan

PET/polyester
value chain

50

Chieti

PET/polyester
value chain

50

DEMETO
Presentation

National
Plastic
Associations
and industry

30

article

PET/polyester
value chain

10000

presentation
at the
Packaging
conference

National
Plastic
Associations
and industry

250

Downstream
Hydrocarbon
Industry

2.000

2019

PROCESSI
June 2019
INNOVATIVI

PROCESSI
INNOVATIVI

Dec 2019

EuPC

Q2 Q3 Q4

EuPC

Q3

EuPC

gr3n

Public event for
DEMETO
presentation to
industries
operating in the
framework of
plastics and
textiles
Public event for
DEMETO results
presentation to
industries
operating in the
framework of
plastics and
textiles
EuPC Members
Executive Forum,
NPA Meeting,
EuPC Senior
Executives Forum,
EuPC Steering
Committee
EuPC Focus
(newsletter)

May 2019

EuPC Annual
Meeting

nov-19

Annual Gulf
Petrochemicals
and Chemicals
Association Forum

Brussels

tbd

Dubai, UAE

Table 3: PUDK List updated in M6
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5.2 Additional information
5.2.1

Presentation at the PETCORE Annual Event 2018

On 7 and 8 February, more than 200 delegates from the entire PET value chain from Europe and beyond
gathered in Brussels for the annual Petcore Europe Conference 2018. Under the theme “Strategy for PET in
the Circular Economy”, the complete industry shared perspectives and strategies for a successful future.

Figure 11: Maurizio Crippa, GR3N at PETCORE Europe Conference 2018

5.2.2 Articles in press
Press article in an Italian newspaper, Il Sole 24 Ore (around 200k daily distributed copies).

Figure 12: Article in the Italian press (Il Sole 24 Ore, 20 February 2018)
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Article in "ECOTEXTILE" (issue n° 82, Dec 2017/Jan 2018) related to DEMETO and to PET/polyester recycling.

Figure 13: "ECOTEXTILE" (issue n° 82, Dec 2017/Jan 2018)
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5.2.3 Attendance to other conferences
The partners who attended other conferences and not give a presentation about the DEMETO, will
disseminate the project by terms of brochures distribution and informal presentations to other visitors.


The Fricke and Mallah GmbH
o European microwave week, Nurnberg 8-13 October 2017.
o Ampere conference in Netherland, 14 September 2017.
o PRS Plastic Recyclers Show, 24-25 April 2018.
o K 2019.

5.2.4 Other activities
Most of the partners have at the reception of its facilities the DEMETO brochure and also have included in
the corporate websites information about the project and links to the DEMETO website.

Figure 14: brochures at PETCIA facilities

Figure 15: DEMETO information in the website of PETCIA
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6 MEASURABLE RESULTS
6.1 Google analytics
Regarding the project website, Google analytics will be implemented in 2018 and it will give an overview of
sessions and users.

6.2 Number of publications
Different publications will be released during the DEMETO project: press releases, articles, scientific articles,
e-newsletters, etc. All these publications will be covered by specialized press media and also relevant
stakeholders will be informed about the communication and dissemination activities.
Also at least a peer-reviewed journal article will be published and openly accessible via DEMETO website.
The next deliverable will include an update list of publications.

6.3 Media coverage
The publication of the communication and dissemination materials will be widely covered in the specialised
press and contributed to the project dissemination to relevant industry stakeholders.
In the following, the major publications and their media coverage will be outlined more detailed:
6.3.1 First press release (September 2017)
The press release was sent to 4.400 EuPC/PCE contacts:









https://www.ecotextile.com/2017103123053/labels-legislation-news/project-uses-microwaves-tochemically-recycle-pet.html
https://www.emballagesmagazine.com/tous-secteurs/des-micro-ondes-pour-le-recyclage-dupet.43039
http://www.horizon2020projects.com/policy-research/DEMETO-officially-launches-chemicalrecycling-project/
https://www.plasteurope.com/news/PLASTICS_RECYCLING_t238272/
https://www.duurzaambedrijfsleven.nl/recycling/25589/demoto-project-voor-chemischerecycling-pet-flessen-van-start
https://packagingeurope.com/launch-of-the-new-european-project-on-chemical-recycling/
http://www.polimerica.it/articolo.asp?id=18889 (view >500)
http://www.sustainability-lab.net/en/blogs/sustainability-lab-news/riciclare-pet-il-progettoDEMETO.aspx (view >50)
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The Communication and Dissemination Plan aims at ensuring an adequate knowledge transfer to the project
partners, IAB members and other interested parties in DEMETO.
Several tools will be developed to put in place this strategy:










website
presentations, brochures and banner
newsletter and press releases
social media (twitter and LinkedIn)
scientific articles and posters
workshops and final event
video
press kit
participation in external events and conferences

Also interaction with other projects and initiatives about chemical recycling is foreseen after M6.
This deliverable will be updated in M18 and M36.

7.1 Summary table
Task
9.1
9.2

9.2

Major achievements
Action
IAB set up and first workshop
Communication and dissemination materials: website, first press release, banner,
brochure, general presentations, activity in the social media (twitter and
LinkedIn), first e-newsletter.
Presentation of DEMETO at the PETCORE Annual Event 2018

Links to
other WPs
All
All

All

7.2 Next steps
Task

Foreseen action

9.1
9.2
9.2
9.2

IAB webinar
Second e-newsletter and press kit
Interaction with other EU initiatives
Continuous update of PUDK and other communication materials
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Partners
involved
All
All
All
All

Delivery
Date
M12-13
M12
As from M6
As from M6
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